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Abstract. In the literature, for semidynamical systems in infinite dimensional phase spaces, 
different topological structures are used (Hilbert, Banach, Sobolev, locally convex, Hausdorf 
topology etc.). That is because there are neither set rules nor understanding of the "right way" to 
choose the phase space and its topology starting from a system of partial differential equations. 
The goal of this paper is to reveal the influence of the choice of the phase space and its topology  
as concern the results obtained for the semidynamical system defined by the same system of 
partial differential equations. In the paper the linear 3D Euler equations are considered which are 
obtained by linearizing the non linear 3D Euler equations at a constant solution. The well 
posedness of the instantaneous perturbation propagation problem, that of the permanent source 
produced time harmonic perturbation propagation problem as well the stability of the null 
solution are analyzed in three different phase spaces. The idea is to derive explicit solutions for 
the linear 3D Euler equations, to build up different phase spaces by using explicit solutions and 
analyze the well-posedness as well the stability of the null solution. The obtained results present 
significant differences and some of them are surprising. For instance, in one phase space the 
stability of the null solution coexists with solutions having strictly positive exponential growth 
rate, but in other one the propagation problem is ill posed. This aspect is extremely important 
from the point of view of a real phenomenon modeled by the linear 3D Euler equations. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In the 3D gas flow model, the nonlinear Euler equations governing the flow of an inviscid, 
compressible, non heat conducting, isentropic, perfect gas are [10]: 
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Here: t - time, xv , yv , zv - velocity components along the OzOyOx ,,  axis respectively; p - 
pressure,  - density. 
 The pressure p , the density   and the absolute temperature T satisfy the state equation of the 
perfect gas  
 TRp    (2) 
where the gas constant vp ccR  ; pc and vc being the specific heat capacities at constant 
pressure and constant volume, respectively. 
If ;00  constUvx ;0yv ;0zv ;00  const 00  constpp , then according to 
(2): 000 TRp    and the associated isentropic sound speed 0c  verifies 0
0
02
0 TR
pc   . 
Linearizing (1) at 000 ;;0;   ppvvUv zyx  and using that the perturbations ',' p  
satisfy: 
  0'' 200   cpxUt                                                     (3) 
the following system of linear Euler equations is obtained: 
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DEFINITION 1. Following [9], for a given set I  I  of initial values  PHGFI ,,,  one calls 
the initial value problem (4), (5) 
;)0,,,(' Fzyxvx   ;)0,,,(' Gzyxvy   ;)0,,,(' Hzyxvz   Pzyxp )0,,,('                      (5) 
well-posed on the interval of time  0,0 t  if: 
a) for any I  I there is a unique solution to the initial value problem (4), (5), defined for any  0,0 tt ; 
b) the solution varies continuously with the initial data I  (i.e. for any I  I and any sequence   ,nnI nI  I if nI converges to I  in I, then the sequence of solutions corresponding to nI , 
converges in I to the solution corresponding to I  at any  0,0 tt ). 
 In this paper the initial value problem (4), (5) is called also instantaneous perturbation 
propagation problem. 
Beside the instantaneous perturbation propagation problem (4), (5) we will consider also the so 
called permanent source produced time harmonic perturbation propagation problem. 
DEFINITION 2. The solution of the system of non-homogeneous linear Euler equations: 
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which is equal to zero for 0t  is called solution of the permanent source produced time 
harmonic perturbation propagation problem. 
In equations (6) ),,,( PHGFA   is the amplitude of the permanent source produced time 
harmonic perturbation; f is the angular frequency and )(th  is the Heaviside function. 
PHGF ,,,  are real valued functions  depending on the spatial variables zyx ,, , like in equations 
(5). 
 
DEFINITION 3. Following [9], for a given class A  A of amplitudes ),,,( PHGFA   one 
calls the permanent source produced time harmonic perturbation propagation problem (6) well-
posed on the interval of time  0,0 t  if: 
a) for any A  A  there is a unique solution to the problem (6) defined for any  0,0 tt  
b) the solution varies continuously with amplitude A (i.e. for any A  A  and any sequence  nnA , 
nA  A if nA converges to A in A, then the sequence of solutions corresponding to nA converges 
in A to the solution corresponding to A  at any  0,0 tt . 
 
DEFINITION 4. The null solution of (4) is stable (in sense of Lyapunov) with respect to the 
class of the initial value perturbations I (to the set of permanent source produced time harmonic 
perturbations whose amplitude is in the class A , respectively) if: 
a) the instantaneous perturbation propagation problem (4), (5) (the permanent source produced 
time harmonic perturbation propagation problem (6)) is well-posed on the interval of time  0,0 t  
for any 00 t ; 
b) the solution of the instantaneous perturbation propagation problem (4), (5) (the solution of the  
permanent source produced time harmonic perturbation propagation problem (6)) is close to the 
null solution of (4) all time 0t  provided it is sufficiently close at 0t  (it is close to the null 
solution of (4) all time provided the amplitude A is sufficiently close to zero).  
 The precise meaning of the concepts "perturbation", "small perturbation", "solution to the 
perturbation propagation problem", "small solution" has to be designed by other definitions and 
there is some freedom here. Using this freedom, in the following we present different phase 
spaces in order to reveal that the mathematical results and tools are specific. 
 
2. Explicit Solutions 
 
The next statement concerns the existence of a class of explicit point-wise solutions of the 
instantaneous perturbation propagation problem (4), (5). 
PROPOSITION 5. For any system if , 4,1i  of continuously differentiable functions 
11: RRfi  and any system iii mlk ,, , 4,1i  of real numbers with 043  kk  the functions defined 
by: 
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verify point-wise the equations (4) and the initial condition:    
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Proof. By calculus.□ 
The following statement reveals that in the class of explicit solutions given by (7) there exist 
solutions for which velocity potential doesn't exist. 
PROPOSITION 6. If  0321  fff ;  sin)(4 f ; 1444  mlk , then for the explicit 
point-wise solution (7) velocity potential doesn't exist.  
Proof. In the considered case the explicit solution is:  tUzyxtzyxvx 0sin),,,('  ;  0),,,(' tzyxvy ;  tUzyxtzyxvz 0sin),,,('  ; 
0),,,(' tzyxp . 
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Remark. The class of explicit functions given by (7) can not be derived from a velocity potential 
),,,( tzyx . 
 The next statement concerns the existence of a class of explicit point-wise solutions for 
the permanent source produced time harmonic perturbation propagation problem (6). 
PROPOSITION 7. For any system if , 4,1i  of continuously differentiable functions 
'': RRfi   and any system iii mlk ,, , 4,1i  of real numbers with 043  kk  the functions defined 
by: 
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Proof. By calculus. □ 
 The next statement reveals that in the class of solutions given by (10) there exist solutions 
for which velocity potential doesn't exist. 
PROPOSITION 8. If 0321  fff ;  sin)(4 f ; 1444  mlk , then for the point-wise 
solution given by (9) velocity potential doesn't exist. 
Proof. In the considered case the solution is: 
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Therefore, there is no function ),,,( tzyx  having the property 
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Remark. The class of solutions given by (9) cannot be derived from a velocity potential 
),,,( tzyx . 
 Finally, it has to be noted that the explicit solutions (7) and (9) were found using the 
method of characteristics described in [4]. 
 
3. First Phase Space 
 
 Let 1X  be the topological function space [6], [11] of the set of systems  ),.,( PHGFI   
(or ),,,( PHGFA  ) of functions 13:,,, RRPHGF  which are continuously differentiable, 
endowed with the usual algebraic operations and topology generated by the uniform convergence 
on 3R [3]. A neighborhood of the origin O in 1X is a set 0V  of systems I from 1X having the 
property that there exists 1R , 0 , such that if for 1),.,( XPHGFI   inequalities 
),,( zyxF ; ),,( zyxG ; ),,( zyxH ; ),,( zyxP  hold for any 3),,( Rzyx  , then 
0VI  .  
 The set 0V defined by:  310 ),,(,),,(),,,( RzyxanyforonsoandzyxFXPHGFV                      (11) 
is a neighborhood of the origin O in 1X . 
 
 Let 1Y  be the topological function space of the set of systems ),,,( 4321 fffff  of 
functions 11: RRfi  , 4,1i  which are continuously differentiable endowed with the usual 
algebraic operations and topology generated by the uniform convergence on 1R . A neighborhood 
of the origin O in 1Y  is a set 0W  of systems f from 1Y  having the property that there exists 
1R , 
0 , such that if for 14321 ),,,( Yfffff   inequalities  )(if , 4,1i  hold for any 1R , 
then 0Wf  . 
 The set 0W  defined by:  4,1)(),,,( 1143210  iandRanyforfYffffW i                                  (12) 
is a neighborhood of the origin O in 1Y . 
 The next statement concerns the neighborhoods 0W , 0V  of the origin O in 1Y  and 1X , 
respectively. 
PROPOSITION 9. For 14321 ),,,( Yfffff   and real constants iii mlk ,,  4,1i  with 043  kk  
and PHGF ,,, given by: 
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the following statements hold: 
 i) 1),,,( XPHGFI   
           ii) if 0Wf  , then mVI  0 , where m is given by 
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Proof. The functions PHGF ,,, given by (13) can be evaluated as follows:    443321 //),,( kmklkkzyxF     1),,( 21 llzyxG     1),,( 21 mmzyxH  
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Therefore mzyxF  ),,(  and so on for any 3),,( Rzyx  . This means that 
mVPHGFI  0),,,( . □ 
 Let 1Z be the topological function space of the set of systems ),,,( PHGFI  of the form 
(13) obtained for a given set of constants iii mlk ,,  4,1i  with 043  kk  endowed with the usual 
algebraic operations and the natural relative topology generated by the topology of 1X [6]. A 
neighborhood of the origin O in 1Z  is a set '0V  of systems ),,,( PHGFI   from 1Z  having the 
property that there exists 1R , 0 , such that if for 1),,,( ZPHGFI   inequalities 
),,( zyxF  and so on hold for any 3),,( Rzyx  , then '0VI  . 
The set '0V  defined by:  310 ),,(),,(),,,(' RzyxanyforonsoandzyxFZPHGfV                                   (15) 
is a neighborhood of the origin O in 1Z . 
As concerns the formula of representation (13) of the elements of 1Z the following statement 
holds: 
PROPOSITION 10. If the constants iii mlk ,,  4,1i  appearing in formula (13) satisfy  
                                                           04321  kkkk                                                           (16) 
and 
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then for a system 1),,,( ZPHGFI   there exists a unique system ),,,( 4321 fffff  in 1Y  such 
that equalities (13) hold. Moreover, if , 4,1i  are given by:  
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Proof. The uniqueness can be proven assuming the contrary. Formulas (18) can be obtained by 
solving (13) with respect to 4321 ,,, ffff . □ 
Remark. If the constants iii mlk ,,  4,1i  appearing in formula (13) satisfy (16) and (17) and if 
1),,,( ZPHGFI   belongs to the neighborhood '0V , then 14321 ),,,( Yfffff    belongs to 
the neighborhood MW 0  where M is given by: 
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 (19) 
The above statement can be proven by evaluating )(if  4,1i  using equalities (18). 
Remark that conditions (16) and (17) are  necessary conditions. For instance, if 0 , then it can 
happen that 0 PHGF  even in the case when one or several of the functions if , 4,1i , 
appearing in formula (13), of representation of PHGF ,,, , are different from zero. For instance, 
this situation occurs when 1111  mlk ; 1222  mlk ;  sin)(1 f ;  sin)(2 f ; 
0)()( 43   ff  for any 1R . 
DEFINITION 11. A topological function space 1Z for which relations (16) and (17) hold is the 
first phase space for the perturbation propagation problems (4), (8) and (6), respectively. 
 
3.1. Well posedness of the instantaneous perturbation propagation problem in a phase space 
1Z  and stability of the null solution 
 
PROPOSITION 12. In a phase space 1Z the instantaneous perturbation propagation problem 
(4), (8) is well posed on any interval of time  0,0 t  and the null solution is stable. 
Proof. In a phase space 1Z the system of functions given by (7) is a solution of the initial value 
problem. The uniqueness of the solution can be obtained using similar arguments as in the 
Theorem 2.16 [10] (page 89). More precisely, instead of the Sobolev space, considered in [10], 
for the uniqueness the Hilbert space  432 )(RL  has to be used as phase space and the initial 
perturbation has to be modified as follows: )()(  ir f  4,1i  with 1)( r for r ; 
0)( r for 1 r ; 0)(0  r  for 1 rr  ; )(r  infinitely differentiable and r  
sufficiently large.  
The stability of the null solution and implicitly the continuous dependence on the initial data on 
any finite interval of time  0,0 t  can be proven as follows. 
Consider the solution  ',',',' pvvv zyx  of the initial value problem (4), (8) given by (7) and a small 
real number 0 . If the instantaneous perturbation ),,,( PHGFI  satisfies mMVI /0 ' , then 
),,,( 4321 fffff  defining the initial perturbation I satisfies mWf /0 and the solution of the 
initial value problem satisfies   '',',',' 0Vpvvv zyx   for any 0t . This shows that in the phase 
space 1Z  the null solution is stable in sense of Lyapunov.□ 
 The next statement concerns the set of the exponential growth rates of the solutions of the 
initial value problem (4), (8) in a phase space 1Z . In this paper the exponential growth rate of the 
solution  ',',',' pvvv zyx  is defined as:   
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PROPOSITION 13. The set of the exponential growth rates of the solutions of the equation (4) 
in a phase space 1Z  is the set of the real numbers. Moreover, there exist initial values for which 
the growth rate of the solution is equal to  . 
Proof. Let  be an arbitrary real number and 0)()()( 421   fff , )/exp()( 033 Ukf    
for any 1R . The exponential growth rate of the solution, corresponding to the initial value 
defined by the above system of functions and 1333  mlk , is equal to  . If 
0)()()( 421   fff  and 2)(3  ef   for any 1R , then the exponential growth rate of the 
corresponding solution is equal to  .□ 
 The above statement shows that in a phase space 1Z  the stability of the null solution 
coexists with solutions having strictly positive exponential growth rate. This phenomenon is 
impossible in a phase space having a locally convex topological vector space structure (Hilbert, 
Banach, normed). The explanation of the coexistence consists in the fact that in a phase space 1Z  
the origin possess neighborhoods which are not absorbing. 
Due to the existence of solutions whose exponential growth rate is equal to  , Laplace 
transform with respect to t  does not exist for every solution. Therefore, dispersion relations 
cannot be derived. So, it is impossible to analyze the imaginary parts of the zero's of the 
dispersion relations as requires the Briggs-Bers stability criterion. It follows that in a phase space 
1Z  the very popular Briggs-Bers stability analysis [5], [2] cannot be applied. 
As concerns the exponential growth rate of a solution of (4), which corresponds to an initial data 
1),,,( ZPHGFI   whose support (i.e. carrier) [7] is compact, the following statement holds.    
PROPOSITION 14. If the supports of the functions PHGF ,,, defining the initial data 
),,,( PHGFI   are compact, then the exponential growth rate of the corresponding solution is 
equal to zero. 
Proof. If the supports of the functions PHGF ,,, defining the initial data ),,,( PHGFI   are 
compact, then by using (18) we deduce that there exists a finite interval 1],[ Rba   such that the 
supports of the functions if , 4,1i , given by (18), are included in the interval ],[ ba . By using 
formula (7) and (8) we obtain that the corresponding solution )',',','( pvvv zyx  satisfies: 
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fmtzyxv  and so on for any 3),,( Rzyx  and 0t . Here m is the 
constant defined by (14). Therefore, the exponential growth rate of the solution is equal to zero.□ 
  
 Remark that it can happen that in a phase space 1Z  there exists instantaneous perturbation 
propagation for which velocity potential doesn't exist. For instance, if 1 iii mlk for 4,1i , 
 sin)(1 f ,  cos)(4 f , 0)()( 32   ff , then for the propagation given by (7) velocity 
potential doesn't exist. This means that by time harmonic analysis this propagation from the 
phase space 1Z  cannot be captured.   
 
3.2. Well posedness of the permanent source produced time harmonic perturbation 
propagation problem in a phase space 1Z  and stability of the null solution 
 
PROPOSITION 15. In a phase space 1Z  the permanent source produced time harmonic 
perturbation propagation problem (6) is well posed on any interval of time ],0[ 0t  and the null 
solution is unstable. 
Proof. The system of functions )',',','( pvvv zyx  defined by (9) is a solution of the permanent 
source produced time harmonic perturbation propagation problem (6) in the phase space 1Z  and 
corresponds to the amplitude 1),,,( ZPHGFA  . The uniqueness of this solution can be 
obtained using similar arguments to those used in Proposition 12. The continuous dependence of 
the solution on the amplitude of perturbation on an arbitrary interval of time ],0[ 0t can be derived 
in the following way. Consider the solution )',',','( pvvv zyx  given by (9), ,
1R  0 a small 
real number and 00 t an arbitrary real number ( 0t  fixed). If the amplitude 1),,,( ZPHGFA   
belongs to the neighborhood 0/0 '
mMtV  of the origin O in 1Z , then the system of functions 
14321 ),,,( Yfffff   defining the amplitude A  (i.e. given by (18)) belongs to the neighborhood 
mW /0
 of the origin in 1Y  and the solution )',',','( pvvv zyx  belongs to the neighborhood 

0V of the 
origin in 1Z  (here m  is given by (14) and M by (19)). This means continuous dependence of the 
solution on the amplitude of perturbation on the interval of time ],0[ 0t . 
In order to see the instability of the null solution in the phase space 1Z let consider the amplitude 
),,,( PHGFA   defined by the system of constants 1 iii mlk for 4,1i  and the system of 
functions 0)()()( 421   fff  and  sin)(3 f for 1R and 1R , 0 , i.e. 0H ; 
0P . According to (9), for this amplitude the solution of the time harmonic perturbation 
propagation problem is: 
   t fx dUtUzyxthtzyxv
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00 sinsin)(),,,('    
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 0),,,(' tzyxvz ; 0),,,(' tzyxp . 
For 0Uf  the above solution becomes: 
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 0),,,(' tzyxvz ; 0),,,(' tzyxp . 
Hence, for a given 0 and 3,, Rzyx   there exists a sequence of moments ( nt ) tending to   
such that the sequences ),,,(' nx tzyxv and ),,,(' ny tzyxv tend to  . On the other hand, for an 
arbitrary 1R , 0 if   the considered amplitude belongs to the neighborhood 0V  of the 
origin in the phase space 1Z . In other words, the considered amplitude A is so close to zero as we 
wish provided that  is sufficiently small. This means that the null solution is unstable in sense of 
Lyapunov.□ 
This doesn't mean that the null solution is locally absolutely unstable in the sense defined in [8]. 
That is because the time harmonic perturbation considered in the proof is not localized in the 
space, i.e. the carrier, or support [7] of the amplitude A  is not compact. 
When the time harmonic perturbation amplitude support is compact (i.e. the perturbation is 
localized in the space), then the following statement holds: 
PROPOSITION 16. If the supports of the functions PHGF ,,, , defining the amplitude 
1),,,( ZPHGFA   of the time harmonic perturbation are compact, then there exists 0 such 
that ),,,( 4321 fffff  given by (18) satisfies 0Wf  and the solution )',',','( pvvv zyx of the 
propagation problem (6) satisfies '0 ')',',','(
M
zyx Vpvvv  where 'M is given by: 
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 (21) 
and the bounded interval ],[ ba contains the supports of the functions if , 4,1i . 
Proof. If the supports of the functions PHGF ,,, , defining the amplitude ),,,( PHGFA  of the 
time harmonic perturbation are compact, then the supports of the functions 4321 ,,, ffff  given by 
(18) are also compact. It follows that there exists a finite interval ],[ ba which contains the 
supports of the functions if , 4,1i . Let  be the number defined as   




)(supmax
,4,1
____

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f . By 
using formula (9) the functions ',',',' pvvv zyx   can be evaluated as follows:  
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Hence we obtain that '0 ')',',','(
M
zyx Vpvvv  .□ 
Remark. In a phase space 1Z  the null solution is stable with respect to the set of time harmonic 
perturbation whose amplitude support is contained in a given compact set. 
 As concerns the exponential growth rate of the solution of the propagation problem (6) for 
amplitudes from a phase space 1Z , the following statement holds:  
PROPOSITION 17. For every real number  there exists an amplitude ),,,( PHGFA   in the 
phase space 1Z  such that the exponential growth rate of the solution of the propagation problem 
(6) is equal to  . If the support (carrier) of the amplitude 1),,,( ZPHGFA   is compact, then 
the exponential growth rate of the corresponding solution is equal to zero. 
Proof. For 0321  fff  and )/exp()( 033 Ukf    for any 1R , according to formulas 
(9), we have: 
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0),,,(' tzyxvz  
0),,,(' tzyxp  
Hence, the exponential growth rate of the solution is equal to  . 
If the support of the amplitude 1),,,( ZPHGFA   is compact, then applying Proposition 16 we 
obtain that the exponential growth rate of the solution is equal to zero.□  
 Retain that in a phase space 1Z  the Briggs-Bers stability analysis can not be applied for 
time harmonic perturbations. That is because the set of the exponential growth rates of the 
solutions is not bounded from above. 
 Retain also that in a phase space 1Z  it can happen that there exists permanent source 
produced time harmonic perturbation propagation for which velocity potential doesn't exist. For 
instance, for the time harmonic perturbation propagation appearing in Proposition 16, velocity 
potential doesn't exist. Therefore, the propagation in discussion can not be captured by time 
harmonic analysis.    
 
4. Second Phase Space 
 
 Let 2X  be the normed function space of the set of systems ),,,( PHGFI   (or 
),,,( PHGFA  ) of functions 13:,,, RRPHGF  which are bounded and continuously 
differentiable endowed with the usual algebraic operations and the norm defined by: 



 ),,(sup,),,(sup,),,(sup,),,(supmax
),,(),,(),,(),,(
2
zyxPzyxHzyxGzyxFI
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X   
The set 0V defined by    220 XIXIV   is a neighborhood of the origin O in 2X . 
 Let 2Y  be the normed function space of the set of systems ),,,( 4321 fffff  of functions 
functions 11: RRfi  , 4,1i  which are bounded and continuously differentiable endowed with 
the usual algebraic operations and the norm defined by: 




)(supmax
1___2
4,1

 iRiY
ff .  
 The set 0W  defined by    fYfW 20  is a neighborhood of the origin in 2Y . 
 In case of the normed spaces 2X , 2Y  the following statement holds: 
PROPOSITION 18. If 2Yf   satisfies 
2Y
f and PHGF ,,, are given by (13), then 
2),,,( XPHGFI   and satisfies  mI X 2 where m is given by (14). 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 9.□ 
 Let 2Z  be the normed function space of the systems ),,,( PHGFI   of the form (13) 
obtained for a given set of constants iii mlk ,,  4,1i  with 043  kk  endowed with the usual 
algebraic operations and the same norm as 2X , i.e.  
         

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 ),,(sup;),,(sup;),,(sup;),,supmax
),,(),,(),,(),,(22
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The set '0V  defined by    220 ' ZIZIV   is a neighborhood of the origin O in 2Z . 
PROPOSITION 19. If the constants iii mlk ,, , 4,1i   satisfy (16) and (17), then for a system 
2),,,( ZPHGFI   there exists a unique system ),,,( 4321 fffff   in 2Y such that equalities 
(13) hold and if  , 4,1i  are given by (18). Moreover, if 
2Z
I , then  Mf
Y2
, where 
M is given by (19). 
Proof. Similar to that of the Proposition 10.□ 
DEFINITION 20. A normed function space 2Z  for which relations (16) and (17) hold is the 
second phase space for the perturbation propagation problems (4),(8) and (6), respectively. 
 
4.1. Well posedness of the instantaneous perturbation propagation problem in a phase space 
2Z  and stability of the null solution 
 
PROPOSITION 21. In a phase space 2Z the instantaneous perturbation propagation problem is 
well posed on any interval of time  0,0 t  and the null solution is stable. 
Proof. The proof of the existence and uniqueness is similar as in the first phase space 1Z  
(Proposition 12). The stability of the null solution and implicitly the continuous dependence on 
the initial data on any interval of time  0,0 t  can be obtained as follows. Consider 0 (small) 
and assume that the initial value ),,,( PHGFI  satisfies 
Mm
I
Z 

2
, with m given by (14) 
and M given by (19). At the first step, according to Proposition 19, it follows that 
m
f
Y

2
. 
Hence, according to Proposition 18, we obtain that 
2
),',','(
Zzyx
pvvv .□ 
 The next statement concerns the set of exponential growth rates of the solutions of the 
initial value problem (4),(8) in a phase space 2Z . 
PROPOSITION 22. In a phase space 2Z  the exponential growth rate of an arbitrary solution of 
the initial value problem (4),(8) is equal to zero. 
Proof. If ),,,( PHGFI   is an arbitrary initial value from the phase space 2Z  and ),',','( pvvv zyx  
is the corresponding solution of (4), then the following inequality holds: 
22
),',','(
ZZzyx
Impvvv  , where m is given by (14). 
It follows that the exponential growth rate of the solution is equal to zero.□ 
 Due to the fact that the set of the exponential growth rate of the solutions is bounded from 
above by zero, for any solution the Laplace transform with respect to the time variable 0t exists 
for any complex number C  with 0Re  . However, the Briggs-Bers stability analysis can 
not be applied. That is because the Fourier transform with respect to the space variables doesn't 
exist for every solution in a phase space 2Z . For instance, if 1,  iii mlk  for 4,1i , 
0)()()( 321   fff ,  sin)(4 f  for any 1R , then the explicit solution is 
)(sin),,,(' 0tUzyxtzyxvx  , 0),,,(' tzyxvy , )(sin),,,(' 0tUzyxtzyxvz  , 
0),,,(' tzyxp  and has no Fourier transform with respect to the space variables ),,( zyx . 
Therefore, dispersion relations can not be derived as requires the Briggs-Beer stability criterion. 
 Remark also that it can happen, that in a phase space 2Z  there exists instantaneous 
perturbation propagation for which velocity potential doesn't exist. For instance, in case of the 
above propagation, velocity potential doesn't exist (Proposition 6). This means that by time 
harmonic analysis this propagation, from the phase space 2Z , can not be captured. 
 
4.2. Well posedness of the permanent source produced time harmonic perturbation 
propagation problem in a phase space 2Z  and stability of the null solution 
 
 The next statement concerns the well-posedness and the instability of the null solution in 
a phase space 2Z . 
PROPOSITION 23. In a phase space 2Z  the permanent source produced time harmonic 
perturbation propagation problem (6) is well posed on any finite interval of time ],0[ 0t and the 
null solution is unstable. 
Proof. The system of functions )',',','( pvvv zyx defined by (9) is a solution of the permanent 
source produced time harmonic perturbation propagation problem (6) in a phase space 2Z  and 
corresponds to the amplitude 2),,,( ZPHGFA  . The uniqueness of this solution can be 
obtained using similar arguments to those used in Proposition 12. The continuous dependence of 
the solution on the amplitude of perturbation on an arbitrary interval of time ],0[ 0t  can be derived 
as follows. Consider the solution )',',','( pvvv zyx  given by (9), 'R , 0  a small real number 
and 00 t an arbitrary real number. If the amplitude 2),,,( ZPHGFA   satisfies 
0
2 tMm
A
Z 
  , then the system of functions 24321 ),,,( Yfffff   given by (18) satisfies 
m
f
Y

2
 and the solution satisfies 
2
)',',','(
Zzyx
pvvv  (here m  is given by (14) and M by 
(19)). This means continuous dependence of the solution on the amplitude of perturbation on the 
interval of time ],0[ 0t . 
In order to show the instability of the null solution in a phase space 2Z , consider the same 
amplitude as in the proof of Proposition 15 and remark that this belongs to the phase space 2Z . 
For 0 , if   , then A  and for a given 0 ,    and 3),,( Rzyx   there exists a 
sequence of moments )( nt  tending to  such that the sequences ),,,(' nx tzyxv , ),,,(' ny tzyxv   
tend to  . This means that the null solution is unstable in sense of Lyapunov. 
The amplitude of the perturbation is not localized in the space and the instability is a global 
absolute instability [8].□ 
 When the permanent source produced time harmonic perturbation amplitude carrier is 
compact (i.e. localized , then the following statement holds: 
PROPOSITION 24. If the carriers of the functions PHGF ,,, , defining the amplitude 
2),,,( ZPHGFA   of the time harmonic perturbation are compact, then there exists 0  
such that ),,,( 4321 fffff  given by (18) satisfies 
2Y
f  and the solution )',',','( pvvv zyx  
of the propagation problem (6) satisfies  ')',',','(
2
Mpvvv
Zzyx
 where 'M is given by (21). 
Proof. Similar to that of the Proposition 16.□ 
Corollary. In a phase space 2Z  the null solution is stable with respect to the set of time harmonic 
perturbations whose amplitude carrier is contained in a given compact set. 
 As concerns the exponential growth rate of the solution of the propagation (6) for 
amplitudes from a phase space 2Z , the following statement holds. 
PROPOSITION 25. In a phase space 2Z  the exponential growth rate of an arbitrary solution of 
the permanent source produced time harmonic perturbation propagation problem (6) is equal to 
zero. 
Proof. An arbitrary solution )',',','( pvvv zyx  of the permanent source produced time harmonic 
perturbation propagation problem (6) in a phase space 2Z  is given by (9) with ),,,( 4321 fffff   
from 2Y  and satisfies the following inequality: 
22
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YZzyx
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for 0t  and m  given by (14). Therefore, the exponential growth rate of the solution is equal to 
zero.□ 
 Remark that in a phase space 2Z  the Briggs-Bers stability analysis can not be applied for 
time harmonic perturbations. That is because Fourier transform with respect to the spatial 
variable doesn't exist for every solution. 
 Remark also that in a phase space 2Z  it can happen that there exists time harmonic 
perturbation propagation for which velocity potential doesn't exist. For instance, if 1 iii mlk  
for 4,1i  and for the system of functions 0)()()( 421   fff ,  sin)(3 f , i.e. 3fF  , 
3fG  , 0H , 0P , then for the propagation appearing in the proof of the Proposition 15, 
velocity potential doesn't exist.  Therefore, the propagation in discussion can not be captured by 
time harmonic analysis. 
 
5. Third Phase Space 
 
 Frequently, in the published papers concerning sound attenuation in lined duct, the 
amplitude of the source produced permanent time harmonic perturbation is the delta distribution 
[4]. Since the delta distribution is a tempered distribution, we will take the third phase space 3Z  
the space of the systems ),,,( PHGFI   (or ),,,( PHGFA  ) of tempered distributions 
)(',,, 3RSPHGF  [12] endowed with the usual algebraic operations and seminorms 3ZBq defined 
by  )(),(),(),(max)(3 PqHqGqFqIq BBBBZB   
where B  are bounded sets in the space of the rapidly decreasing functions )( 3RS  defined by 
)(max)(  FFq BB   and so on. 
The set  
3,
0
Z
BqV  defined by  
   )(33 3,0 IqZIV ZBq ZB   
is a neighborhood of the origin O in 3Z . 
 
5.1. Well posedness of the instantaneous perturbation propagation problem and stability of the 
null solution in the phase space 3Z  
 If the initial value is a system of tempered distributions, 3),,,( ZPHGFI  , then the 
solution of the perturbation propagation problem is a family (depending on parameter t )  
))('(),('(),('(),('( tptvtvtv zyx of tempered distributions which satisfy (4) for 0t  and the initial 
condition 
Fv x )0(' ;  Gv y )0(' ; Hv z )0(' ; Pp )0(' .                                           (23) 
PROPOSITION 26. If  ))('),('),('),('( tptvtvtv zyx  is a solution of the initial value problem (4), 
(23), then its Fourier transform with respect to the spatial variables ),,( zyx  is a family of 
systems of tempered distributions ))('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ( tptvtvtv zyx , 0t  which satisfies the following 
equations: 
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and the initial condition: 
Fv x ˆ)0('ˆ  ;  Gv y ˆ)0('ˆ  ; Hv z ˆ)0('ˆ  ; Pp ˆ)0('ˆ                                      (25) 
where ),,( mlk  is the Fourier transform variable. 
Proof. By computation.□ 
PROPOSITION 27. If ))('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ( tptvtvtv zyx  is a family of tempered distributions which 
satisfies (24), (25), then )('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ tptvtvtv zyx  are given by the following formula: 
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with 2/1222 )( mlk  . 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 14 from [1].□ 
 It can be seen that for an arbitrary 3),,,( ZPHGFI   the system 
))('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ( tptvtvtv zyx  of distributions given by (26) is not necessarily a family of tempered 
distributions. This shows that the initial value problem in the phase space 3Z is ill posed. This fact 
is different from the 1D case reported in [1]. 
 
5.2. Well posedness of the permanent source produced time harmonic perturbation 
propagation problem and stability of the null solution in the phase space 3Z  
  
 If the amplitude ),,,( PHGFA   of the time harmonic source produced perturbation is a 
system of tempered distributions 3ZA , then the solution of the perturbation propagation 
problem is the imaginary part of a family (depending on parameter t ) 
))('),('),('),('( tptvtvtv zyx of tempered distributions which satisfies the equations: 
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and the condition 
0)(' tv x ; 0)(' tv y ; 0)(' tv z ; 0)(' tp  for 0t .                             (28) 
 If ))('),('),('),('( tptvtvtv zyx is a family of tempered distributions in 3Z which satisfies 
(27), (28), then its Fourier transform with respect to the spatial variables is a family 
))('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ( tptvtvtv zyx  of tempered distributions which satisfies the equations 
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and the condition: 
0)('ˆ tv x ; 0)('ˆ tv y ; 0)('ˆ tv z ; 0)('ˆ tp  for 0t .                             (30) 
PROPOSITION 28. If ))('),('),('),('( tptvtvtv zyx is a family of tempered distributions in 
3Z which satisfies (29), (30), then ))('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ( tptvtvtv zyx  are given by the following formula 
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where ),,( mlk  is the variable of Fourier transform and 2/1222 )( mlk  . 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 15 from [1].□ 
 It can be seen that for arbitrary 3),,,( ZPHGFA   the system 
))('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ),('ˆ( tptvtvtv zyx  of distributions given by (31) is not necessarily a family of tempered 
distributions. This shows that the permanent source produced time harmonic perturbation 
propagation problem in the phase space 3Z is ill posed. This fact is similar to that of the 1D case 
reported in [1]. 
 
 
6. Numerical Illustration 
 
 In this section we give a numerical illustration of the global absolute instability of the null 
solution with respect to the time harmonic perturbation of amplitude ),,,( PHGFA   with 
)sin(),,(),,(),,( zyxzyxHzyxGzyxF   and )sin(3),,( 00 zyxczyxP    with 
smc /3450  , 30 /20.1 mkg and angular frequency sradcUf /557.517300   in the 
first phase space 1Z  when the velocity of the uniform flow 0U  is equal to 80 m/s.  
The propagation of the perturbation in this case is given by: 
 
  ttzyxth
tttzyxthtzyxvtzyxvtzyxv
ff
f
f
f
fzyx
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2
1)(
2sin
2
1cos
2
1)(),,,('),,,('),,,('




 
  
),,,('3),,,(' 00 tzyxvctzyxp x  . 
 In Figures. 1a, 1b, 1c the variations of the amplitude of the 'xv  velocity component are 
presented in an arbitrary point of the planes: 0 zyx ; 6 zyx  and 100 zyx , 
respectively, during the first 3600 seconds. 
 
                                                           Figure 1. (a,b,c) 
           
 In Figures. 2a, 2b, 2c the variations of the amplitude of the sound pressure level are 
presented in the same places during the same period. 
                                                                 Figure 2.  (a, b, c) 
 
 In Figure 3 the evolution of the 'xv component of the perturbed velocity and sound 
pressure level 'p , respectively, are presented in the points of the Ox axis situated in the range 
]20,...,20[  during the first 600 seconds. 
                                                                Figure 3 (a, b) 
  
 Finally, for the illustration of the stability, when the support (carrier) of the amplitude is 
compact. the characteristic function   of the interval  1,1  was considered and the function 
 sin)(1 f , which generates the amplitude, was multiplied by  . For this case the computed 
evolution of xv'  and 'p  in the points of the Ox axis situated in the range  20,20  during the 
first 600 seconds are presented in Figures.4a and 4b, respectively. 
 
                                                                  Figure 4 (a,b) 
 
7. Conclusions and comments 
 
 1. In the first phase space 1Z the instantaneous perturbation propagation problem is well 
posed and the null solution is stable. However, the set of the exponential growth rates of the 
propagations is the whole real axis. There exist explicit solutions for which velocity potential 
does not exist and so they can not be captured by time harmonic analysis. The Briggs-Bers 
stability analysis is not appropriate in this context. If the carrier (support) of the instantaneous  
perturbation is compact, then the exponential growth rate of the propagation is equal to zero. 
The permanent source produced time harmonic perturbation propagation problem in the phase 
space 1Z  is also well posed, but the null solution is globally absolutely unstable. The set of the 
exponential growth rate of the propagations is the whole real axis. There exist explicit solutions 
for which velocity potential does not exist and so they can not be captured by time harmonic 
analysis. The Briggs-Bers stability analysis is not appropriate in this context. However, when the 
carrier (support) of the amplitudes of a subset of time harmonic perturbations from 1Z  is included 
in a given compact set, then the null solution is stable with respect to that subset of time harmonic 
perturbations and the exponential growth rate of the corresponding propagations is equal to zero.  
 2. In the second phase space 2Z  the instantaneous perturbation propagation problem is 
well posed and the null solution is stable. The exponential growth rate of any propagation is equal 
to zero. There exist explicit solutions for which velocity potential does not exist and  they can not 
be captured by time harmonic analysis. The Briggs-Bers stability analysis is not appropriate in 
this context. 
The permanent source produced time harmonic perturbation propagation problem in the phase 
space 2Z  is also well posed, but the null solution is globally absolutely unstable. The exponential 
growth rate of any propagation is equal to zero. There exist explicit solutions for which velocity 
potential does not exist and  they can not be captured by time harmonic analysis. The Briggs-Bers 
stability analysis is not appropriate in this context. However, if the carrier (support) of the 
amplitudes of a subset of time harmonic perturbations from 2Z  is included in a given compact set, 
then the null solution is stable with respect to that subset of time harmonic perturbations. 
 3. In the third phase space 3Z (space of tempered distributions) the instantaneous 
perturbation propagation problem and the source produced time harmonic perturbation 
propagation are ill posed. 
 4. In case of a real phenomena, governed by the linearized Euler equations the choice of 
the phase space influences in a considerable amount the obtained results.  
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Figure 1. The variation )(' tv x  during the first 3600 seconds in the points of the planes: 
                   a. 0 zyx ; b. 6 zyx and c. 100 zyx , respectively. 
Figure 2. The variation )(' tp  during the first 3600 seconds in the points of the planes: 
                   a. 0 zyx ; b. 6 zyx and c. 100 zyx , respectively. 
Figure 3. The variations of ),0,0,(' txv x  (a) and ),0,0,(' txp (b), respectively, for ]20,20[x  
and ]600,0[t  in case of instability. 
Figure 4. The variations of ),0,0,(' txv x  (a) and ),0,0,(' txp (b), respectively, for ]20,20[x  
and ]600,0[t  in case of stability. 
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